
Label someone a “pagan,” and if they hear about it, they won’t be very happy with you. But a
new sort of paganism is nonetheless on the rise, as secular materialism retreats and those who
reject traditional religion look to recover a sense of the sacred. Don’t call your atheist or
agnostic neighbor a pagan to their face. But recognize what modern paganism looks like and
how it competes with Christianity for the devotion of the masses. You just might be able to help
your pagan friend recover a true sense of the sacred.

Paganism of old looked like Vikings worshiping the trees or
Polynesians the skies or the waters. The ancient Israelites
contended with pagans, too, when they entered the
promised land, defended their settlements from marauding
armies, or wandered in exile. Yet pagans aren’t simply
non-Jews or non-Christians, although we sometimes
confuse the two. The two categories, pagans and
non-Christains, overlap. But pagans see the world

differently from Jews and Christians, and indeed from Muslims and followers of other world
religions. Pagans don’t worship a transcendent deity. They instead see deity or the divine as
existing in nature, living and inanimate objects, and themselves. To the pagan, nothing
transcends because everything is transcendent. The pagan’s hope is not for heaven or a
redeemed earth because earth is all we have and is already sacred.

The new paganism has the same non-transcendent worldview as the old paganism, although it
may worship different material objects. Crystals, vortexes, and sunrises may all qualify as
sacred focuses. But so, too, may political ideologies, individual rights, spouses, children, or
even fitness, recreations, or sports teams. When no divine realm exists, anything can become an
object of worship. And you don’t need to see the pagan’s tattoo or altar, or witness the pagan’s
circle ceremony worshiping mother earth, to discover what the pagan holds most sacred. Just
listen. Just observe. Watch for their devotion. Christians may sometimes hide their devotion to
the Father and Son, whether out of fear of or respect for a neighbor. But pagans don’t generally
hide what they hold sacred. It’s right in front of them for all to see.

When we live solely for the here and now, with no obedience to the transcendent figure just
above, no sense of the separation sin places between us and the transcendent, and no desire for
the transcendent realm just beyond, we live as pagans. Instead, see the material realm as
evidence of our transcendent God who created it and resides over and above it, working through
it for our salvation. Trust in the Lord with all your heart, mind, and understanding. Point your
perspective toward God’s present and coming realm. And point your pagan neighbors and
friends there, too. They need to know that more lies beyond than the material presently offers.


